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ABSTRACT

Piagetrs theory of cognitive development suggests
that there may be a disparity between the cognitive leve1 of t,he
student and the content of the Introd.uctory Physical Science
(IPS) Course. feacher-mad.e tests may accommodate to this disparity by requiring logical operations only at t,he concrete
level in spite of Èhe fact t,hat many of the concepts in IPS
require logical operations at the formal levelr
The purpose of this study was to determine what
operational level vias required, for high achievement on teachermad.e t,ests of IPS and. to d,etermine whether formal and, concrete
operational high achievers on teacher-made tests could. maintain
this level of achievement on experimental test items d,esigned. to
require formal operational ability'for a correct response.
Two hypotheses vrere stated. for this study;
(1) that high achievement on teacher-mad.e IPS
tests that are intended, to test und.erstanding
of concepts requiring formal operations does
not require formal operational ability on the
part of the learner.
(2) thaÈ on the experi:nental test items only
students who have achieved. the subst.ages
of formal operations will be high achievers.
The sample init,ially consisting of 108 gr.a. 10
stud.ents at Gord,on Bel1 High School in Winnipeg was

red.uced.

to 25 concrete operational students and L4 formal operational
students through loss of samples from t.he study group.
To test the first hypothesis the subject.s were classified into their operational leve1 by a group pencil and. paper
test entit,led. Rods. The Rod.s test. is designed to d.iscriminate
between concrete and formal operations. The data indicated. that
teacher-mad,e tests $rere discri:ninating
It was suggested. that lack of support, for the first
hypothesis was due to the unwillingness or inability of concrete
operational students to carry out the memorization required to
answer correctly items on the teacher-mad,e test,s.
The data for the second hypothesis ind,icated that

performance on the experimental test items was ind.ependent of

operational level. Small sample size and, the possibility that
the experimental Èest items lvere based on IPS material not
covered thoroughly or omitted by the classroom teacher could
have affected the results.
The study indicated that grad.e 10 science t,eachers
can expect up to 50* of their students to be concrete operational
and, demonstrated how poorly concrete operat,ional students are
able to achieve on IPS concept,s" It suggests that, science
teachers recognize the proportion of concrete operational students in their classes and adjust curriculum to match concrete
operational ability.
By provid.ing these stud.ents with tasks

they can accomplish successfully theír transition to formal
operations might be facilitated.
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Introduction
The educaÈional implications of Jean Piaget's theory

of intellectual d.evelopment, are evid.ent in its current wide
application to elementary and. junior high curriculum and
instruct,ion. However, the same application has not taken
place to the same extent in senior high school. A possible
reason could. be that curriculum d.evelopers assume that high
school sÈudents are in the final sÈages of int,ellectual development. If curriculum is structured on this assumption it,
follows t,hat little concern will be directed towards the
intellectual leve1s of the student but rather almost entirely
towards a logical organization of content.
This investigation was inítiated by t,he belief that
the present process-oriented high school science courses placed,
d.emands

on studenÈs that many are intellectually

incapable of

achieving" Bnpirical evid.ence cited. in the review of related
literature (chapter 2) and data collected from the sample used
for this invesitgation (chapter 3) support this belief. Consequently, the general guestion with which this research began
$ras3 How do teachers cope with a situation wherein they are
expected to teach concepts that require formal operations for
meaningful und,erstanding to students still in the concrete
operational stage?
It seemed. plausible that teacher-made test items
would accurately reflect, what transpired. in the classroom"
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Tf teachers taught requiring rote learning procedures and. designed test items that could. be answered without meaningful
comprehension then concrete operational stud,ents could. view
memorization as Èheir only method, of achievement. While this
might lead to high achievement as measured by teacher-made tests,
valuable ti¡ne and. energy would, be expended. in memorizat,ion that
otherwise could, go toward d.evelopment of formal operational
ability.
Therefore, the overall d.irection of this research was
to investigate the d.egree of msnorizaÈion by concrete operational
stud.ents in atÈempting to obtain credit for understanding formal
concepts. Dat,a for this study l¡rere gathered from grade 10 students aÈ a large urban high school taking the Introd.uctory
Physical Science (fpS) course. IPS seemed. appropriate since,
as the following course description ind,icates, it was designed
to prepare students for later courses in science
Course Description: Introductory Phvsical Science (IPS)
Ln L967 a student t,ext and. a teacher I s guid.e written
by Ëhe IPS Group of Ed.ucational Services Incorporated. was
published,. (IPS Group, L967 ) The following course description
will refer to the above two publications as either; stud.ent
text or teacher I s guid,e.
Purpose

The authors state in the text thaË the purpose of IPS

is to;
give all sÈud.ents a beginning knowled.ge of
physícal science and. to offer some insight
into the means by which scientific knowled.ge
is acquired. The course is. designed, to serve
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as a solid foundation both for those stud.ents
t,aking later cou.rses in physics, chemistry, and.
biology and. for those taking no further natural
science in high school. (IPS, L967 , P. v)

of the last sentence in the preface is that
the IPS course was d.esigned. for junior high school. The Manitoba
Department of Education Curriculum Guide recommends that the
course be used, in granting a science 100 credit thus serving
as a high school cred,it as well as a university entrance course.
Otherwíse the Department is in fu1l agreement with the purpose
as stated in the text (Manitoba Department of Ed,ucation, Lg68,
p. 1).
The implication

Philosophy

I philosophy is apparent in the significance
placed, on laboratory activity as stated. in the Teacher's Guid.e
The authors

(1967):

of physical science is the result
years
of experimentation. No student can
of
experience all the d,iscoveries that have been
mad,e, but whenever possible we should. like him
to learn physical science in the laboratory.
Our knowledge

In this course, the laboratory work is an integral
part of the text. Some of the significant conclusions the stud,ent arrives at in the laboratory
d.o not appear explicitly in the accompanying text.
In other word.s, it is assumed in many cases Ëhat,
the stud,ent has found in the laboratory facts or
laws on.¡vhich following sections of the text are
based. (L967, pp. 5-6)
It, is clear Ëhat for teachers of IPS to implement the philosophy
of the course a laborat,ory approach is essential. To deviate
from this approach is clearly in conflicÈ with t,he means of
realizing the stated, objective.

Rat,ionale

The course

\Á¡as

designed to meet the needs of those

teachers involved. in the process-orient.ed. high school physics
(PSSC) and. chemistry (Chem Stud,y) courses:
The course had, its genesis in the Physical
Science Study Committee physics program.
Reports from PSSC, CBA, and. CHEM Stud.y teachers
over the past few years have clearly ind.icated,
that an understand.ing of the nature of experimental physical science and. some of the basic
scientific skills could. and. should be acquired.
by the stud,ents before they take these courses
in the senior high school. (Stud.ent text,, p. v)

Level for Comprehension
Obviously since the authors d,esigned the course for
junior high students one can only assume they do not envision
a sophisticated level required for comprehension. fn fact,
in the preface àf the stud,ent text they stat,ed;'"the course
has enough flexibílity
built into it, to serve a wide variety
of stud.ents'r (p. vi) .
Recommended.

Summaiy

IPS is not a content-oriented, course. In fact, the

content is mini¡nal and, could be covered in a much shorter
tj¡ne period, than one year. The reduction in content is d,ue
to the fact that the course is designed È,o d,evelop seíence
process skills.
It is the inÈention of this study, however,
to show Ëhat the concepts that, the course expects students
to master require a higher level of intellectual d.evelopment
than most of the students have achieved,.
The organizaÈion

of this thesis reflects the d.irection
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taken ín attempting to und.erstand, reasons for the frustrations
felt by many grade 10 students taking IPS. Obviously, it. was
believed. that. Piaget,'s theory of intellectual
vid.ed possible solutions"

development pro-

However, hypoÈheses could. not, be

formulated until an in-depth stud.y of his theory was conducted..

of terms, rat,ionale, and, research hypotheses for this study are located after the ensuing
d.iscussion of Piagetrs theory.
Thus the assumptions, definition

PTAGETIS

THEORY

Introd.ucti-on

Piagetrs theory is concerned. with the development of
mental structures which must precede observable behavior.
Piaget sees mental d.evelopment as occurring by stages rather
than by a process of accretion. It is the development of
stages and how an indi.vidual progresses through them that have
educational significance.
Structure of the Int,ellect
Piagetrs theory posits four major stages of human

int,ellectual development: sensorimotor stage, preoperational
stage, concrete operational stage, and formal operational stage.
Each stage is characËerized, by certain mental or cognitive
structures. As d,evelopment progresses earlier structures are
incorporated into later more complex structures (Piaget, 1971b).

It is this alteration and, accumulation of mental structures
that constitutes intellectual development. Vühether or not an
individual is aware of his mental structures is not important,
rather, the educator by analyzing the child.rs behavior should
be able to d,et,ermine t,he presence of part,icular ment,al structures. The foJ-lowing illustrates how Piaget envisions a mental
structure. A five-year-old child will likely have no difficulty in pointing out the longer of two sticks presented, to
him (stick A Þ'stick B). Similarly he will correcËly designate
sÈick B as being longer than stick C (B >' C) . However, he
will be unable to compare the lengths of stick A and C if
he is not allowed Èo observe them next to each other. This
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difficulty to most eight-year-o1ds since
they possess the mental structures to make the correct, deduction
that SËick A must be longer than stick C (Lawson and Renner,
same problem poses no

197s).
The types

of

ment,al structures present determine at

which level an individual is functioning intellectually.

The

associat,íon of structure, stages, and d,evelopment can best be

described in Piaget's own words:
Thus stages are characterized by overall structures
which become necessary but which are not so iniFormal structures become necessary when
tially.
the concrete structures are completei concrete
sÈructures become necessary when the structures

;Í.'*:tåi:ä'
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fashion; nothing is preformed. or pred.etermined.
in the activity'of the baby. (Piaget, 197Ib' p.
The meanings Piaget assigns t'o word.s like necessary
complete are clearly represented by the following:
As soon as a structure is suffícient,ly complete
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it
is
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believe
itself.
necessity
evid.ence
feeling of necessity which const,itutes
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that an ind,ivídual develops mental
structures through a process of self-regulation. As the term
irnplies, the establishment of these structures is depend.ent
upon an active interaction between the individual and. his
environment. It is this component of Piagetrs theory that
is one of the most, relevant to education.
Piaget, proposes

9)

and

I
Piaget reject.s the not,ion that structures wj-ll develop from within at an appropriate stage of maturat,ion" He

also rejects the notion that environmental conditions can
ånvoke structural d.evelopment through mere exposure. Rather
he envisions these structures as developing only if an individ,ual actívely internalizes the environmental situation and.
acts upon it with existíng mental structures. If the mental
structures are inadequate for the incoming stimuli d,ísharmony
results and, more complex mental structures may develop. píaget
proposes that this increased. complexity is only possible if
the existing structures require slight mod.ificat,ion to hand.le
the new situation
thus, in ord.er for ed.ucators to plan learning acÈiviÈies
that develop the learner's intellect, the learnerrs present
level of intellectual functioning must be assessed. This interpretation of the learning process is supported by Piaget:.
I find myself opposed to the view of knowled.ge
as a copy, a passÍve copy, of reality.
To my
way of thinking, knowing an obj ect d,oes not mean
copying it-it means acting upon it,. (Piaget,, L970,

p" ls)

In short, d,evelopment is a dynamic, ongoing process wíth an
active interaction between the learner and, Èhe environment.
Function of the Intellect
Intellectual functíoning has' two basic components,
organization and adaptation. Organízat,ion refers to the stage
of equilibrium between the ind.ivid,ual and the environment"
Consequentlyr ân ind,ivid,ual's organization invokes mental
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structures which in turn consist of schemes t,hat are in harmony with the environment. Accord.ing t,o Sullivan (L967) ,
Piaget defines schemes as "essentially repeatable psychological units of intelligent action" (p. 3): schemes are what
an individ,ual has at his d.isposal when interacting with the
environment. Baldwin (1967) maintains that a scheme is the
element of a structure that changes d.ue t.o an environmental

encounter. Through such encounters, schemes are altered by
becoming more general in application and. more d,iscriminatory
in terms of the appropriate application. For example, a baby
may use his grasping scheme for an increased, variety of objects
within his reach but will not mobilize it for objects beyond
his reach.
To prevent terminology from becoming too burd,ensome,
it is possible to coñsider schemes and. mental structures as
one. In other word,s, the existing behavior of an ind,ivid,ual
is d,ue to the mental structures or schemes present at t,hat
time. Obviously, the state of organization must change for
development, to occur and it does so by the second, element of
intellectual function, ad,aptation through the process of eguilibration.
If an ind.ividual is faced, with a situation which he
actê on internally, i.e., mentally, he' is said to have assimiIated the environmental situation" If his cognitive sÈructure
is such that no change is necessary Piaget considers that,
structure in its present. state as being ad,apted; the individ,ual's
cognit,ive structure is in equilibrium with the environmental
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encounter. However, assimilatíon to existing structures may
be incomplete. This may be consid.ered as a stress on the
state of equilibrium or as a challenge to the individ.ual;
for assimilation to be complete the mental structure must
adjust to accommod.ate t,he new situat,ion thus restoring equilibrium. This process, beginning with incomplet,e assimilation
followed by accommodation enabling the mental structures to
complet,e assimilation, is referred. to as equilibrat.ion. Those
schemes which ad,just resulting in the new structure are those
which are activated by the encounter. Clearly, the purpose
of ed,ucators is to provid.e experiences that, invoke this equilibration process. Experiences that, are completely assimilated
d,o not invoke any growth arid those that cannot be even partially
ass j¡nilat,ed are equally useless.
The sequence of d,isequilibration--equilibration
states
brought about through assimilation and. accommod.ation is the
method by which the intellect moves through one stage and on
to the next. It is evid,ent that, Piagetrs model involves a
heirarchical organization of preceding and successive stages;
t,he lower sËage is co-ord,inated. and integrated into the next
higher stage. The cognitive structure of any stage differs
qualitaËiveIy from that of another. fhe sequence through
which the intellect d,evelops is invariant but the ages at
which an individ.ual moves from one stage to another varies "
The following paragraphs wíl1 briefly d,iscuss the
structures characteristic of Piagetrs first two stages, sensorimotor, and preoperat,ional. However, major emphasis will be
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placed, on the structures of concrete and formal operat,ions

since the transition between them freguently oecurs in the
adolescent.

of Intellectual Development
Stage I: Sensorj:notor. Piaget (L962) has described
sensorimotor íntelligence as functioning "like a slow mot,ion
film, represent,ing one static i:nage after another instead
of achievÍng a fusion of the irnages.' (p. 238). Thus, there
is no und,erstanding of the system as a whole since the only
relationship is between successive movements. Because of this
Piaget (L962) maintains:
SÈages

Sensorimotor inÈelligence aims at success and not

at truth; it find,s its satisfact,ion in the practical
and, seriation) or explanation. It, is intelligence
that is only "1j-ved,"--and. not thought. (p. 238)
He consid,efs sensorj¡notor intelligence as only äcting upon
real objects since the subject cannot relate to objects t,hrough
signs or symbols. Consequently ít, is an active intelligence
always with short distances between subject and. object.
Piaget (1970) clearly demonstrates how sensorimotor
intelligence is preparatory for higher levels of thinking.
For example, it is in the sensorimotor period that two essential
components of operational thinking, conservat,ion and. reversibility, have their rooËs. It is Piaget's belief that
the notion of Ëhe permanence of an object is the sensorimotor
equivalent of conservation" Similarly, the beginnings of reversibility are evid.ent in that the child, recognizes toward,
aim pursued and not in recognition (classification

l2
the end of the sensorimotor stage his posiÈion in space; he
recognizes that a movement in one direction can be cancelled
by a movement in another and that a single point in space
can be reached by one of several d.ifferent routes"
Sensorimotor intelligence can be summarized as one t.hat
is guided. by immed.iate goals. The child's adaptation processes
are strict,ly behavioral, hence, the intellectual processes are
Ij:nited to physical manipulations and not mental. Fina1ly,
the ability to plan ahead is severely limited..
Stage II:
Preoperational. The preoperational stage is
entered when sensorimotor inËelligence begins to be internalized.
This internalization means that inÈelligence can be represented.
by Èhought rather Èhan by an actual carrying out of actions.
this representation can be in Èhe form of language, gestures,
d.rawing, painting or nod,eling (Piaget I L970). Deferred imitation (ability to initate behavior of absent persons or of
objects the child is remind,ed. of) and memory have their beginnings. Thus, the child. is no longer tied to what is physically present and, can represent internally objects that are
absent.
The child is operaÈing with structures that are not

reversible but that work in one direction only" Although
children lack reversibility they do di'scover relationships
and, that variations in one object are correlated with variations in another (Piaget, L970, 1971) " Consid.er the following:
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have a piece of string attached to a small spring.
It extends out horizontally, goes around. a pivot, and,
Now when we put a weight on
hangs d.own vert,ically.
the end. of the string t oE increase a weight already
lhere, the string is pulled so that the part that,
is hanging d,own vertically is lengthened. with respect
to that part that is horizont,al. Five-year-olds are
perfectly able to grasp the relat,ionship that with
the greater weight the vertical part is longer and
the horizontal part is shorter; and, that when the
vertical part becomes shorter Lhe horizont,al part
becomes longer. But this does not lead to conservatÍon. The sum of the vertical part and the horizontal part does not stay the same for these children.
(Piaget I L970, p. 51)
This is clearly an example of a funcËion, meaning that
thinking is d.irected. in one direction on1y. For conservation,
there musË be reversibilityr so that the child. can recognize
that the sum of the vertical and. horizontal parts stays the
same. Finally, reversibility is lacking because the child
focuses on a particular aspect of the problem and doesntt
relate t,he horizontal and, vertical lengths to the whole or
entire length of string.
Perhaps it is best to think of the preoperational stage
as one of transition. The sensorimotor period, is culminated.
with the child, in equilibrium with his environment on the behavioral level. lfith the development of language and oËher
symbols, in the preoperational stage, the child can function
on materials not physically present. However, his reasoning
is transductive (inference from the particular Èo the particular)
We

as opposed to ad.ulÈ Èhinking which is inductive or d,ed,uctive.

Hís thought processes are centered on one aspect of a situation
and. are incapable of simultaneously considering two or more

L4

aspects of a situation.

Reversibility is lacking in his judgements. Inheld,er and. Piaget, (1958) at.tribute the following
beliefs t.o the preoperational child as an ind.icaËor of the
egocentric and, global nature of preoperational t,hought; "he
believes that, the sun moves because rGod, pushes it' and. the
stars, like himself , have to go tç bed," (p. xii) " lfhen the
child is capable of freeing his logic from his own viewpoint
he is nearing the end of the preoperational stage and. entering
Èhe concrete operational stage. UsuaIIy the child is six or
seven years of age at this point.
Stage III:

Concrete Operational. Reversibility of thought

has its beginnings in this stage. A classical test to d.etermine
whether a child, is capable of revers'ibility

is to present him
wit,h a ball of plasticine.
If , upon flattening the ball into
a rod-like shape, the child reasons that there is the same
quantity of plasticine regard,less of shape, he is .capable of
reversibility.
In his mind the child can reverse the flattening
out process and return the plasticine to the spherical shape.
The preoperational child is not capable of reversibility and.
would suggest that Ëhe quantity of plasticine changed because
the shape changed.
The rigid.ity of thinking processes characterizing the
preoperational child is lessened with the onset of reversibility.
This "thawing out" of thought processes results from the type
of thought characterizing concrete operat,ions"
By concrete operaÈions Piaget ß€âDS;
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actions which are not only internalízed. but also
integrated. with other actions to form more general
reversÍble systems. Second.Iy, as a result of their
internalized. and. integrated nature, concrete operations are actions accompanied by an a\^Tareness on
the part of Èhe subject of the techniques and.
coord,inations of his own behavior. (Inhelder and.
Piaget, L958, p. 6)
Consequently, the concrete operational child is not

only concerned. wíth achieving his goal but just as concerned
with why he was successful.
Piaget (1971a) clearly demonstrates the ne\^/ capabilities concrete operational thought provid.e over preoperational
thought:

is no longer tied to particular stat,es of
the object, but is obliged to follow successive
changes with all their possible detours and reversals; and, it no longer issues from a particular
viewpoint of the subject, but coord.inates all the
svstem or objective
Thought,

*å:ff::ll.i::y?;:'inåi "

In other words, acËions based. on concrete operations are different
from the actions of the preoperational child in that they are
coordinated with all other ele¡nents of cognitive structure.
Recalling the ball of plasticíne, the preoperational child
centers his attention on shape whereas the concrete operational
child can simultaneously consider change of shape with the fact
plasticine was neither added or removed, in the.transformation.
PiageË's reasons for using the term concrete is evident by
the restriction he places on the operat.ions in this stage.
He states, "concrete operations are bound up with objects to
which they applyr of, operations in which form is inseparably
bound up with contenÈ" (Inhe1der and Piagetr 1964a, p. 149).
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Guerin's (L975) work in t.esting the sequence
of d.evelopment of certain schemes as pred.icted by Piaget's
model provide a suitable framework to examine operations of
the concrete stage. These operations are classification via
class inclusion, seriation, logical multiplication, and compensation. Classification and. seriation appear early. Classification is an operational system involving the inclusion of
groups under each other. Seriation involves the linking of
asymmetrical transitíve relations into a system. With development through the concrete st,ate logical multiplication and
compensation operaLions appear. Logical multiplication is an
operation involving the construction of correspondence between
at least two sets of variables. Compensation operations involve
the balancing of two or more changeable váriables. Examples
of the above operations are in ord,er.
Part of Piaget and Inheld,er's (1958) experj-nent entitled "The Law of Floating Bod.ies and Elimination of Contrad.ictions "
will serve as an example of classification. In this experiment a subject is given a variety of objects and. is asked. to
classify them accord,ing to whether or not they will float in
water. He is then asked. to explain his classification system.
Next, he performs a series of experiments whereby he tests
his system. Explanatj.ons are invoked for each observation
in Èhis series. The interviewer carefully analyses the
Raven and

L7

responses to d.etermine the kinds of operations at the disposäl

of the subject.
Preoperational children run into a series of contradictions because their classífication system involves placing
small objects as "floaters" since they are t.hought to be light
and large objects as "sinkers" since they are thought to be
heavy. However, upon entering the concrete stage their classification system can d,ist,inguish between a1I and, some and, thus
can include the parÈ in the who1e. rhey realize that small
objects are not always light but rather some are heavy. Similar1y, some large objects are light, not all are heavy. Thus,
the child, realizes that by removing all the small light objects
he does not remove all the small objects.
The following experj:nent, in attempting Ëo establish
the concept of the equality of two angles, is an example of
seriation.
The experimental apparatus consists of a kind. of billiard

game. Ba1ls are launched. with a tubular spring device thät can
be pivoted and aimed in various directions around a fixed, point.
The ball is shot agaínst a projection wal1 and. rebound,s to the
interior of the apparatus" A target is placed successively at
different points, and. subjects are simply asked to ai¡n at it.
Afterward,s, they report what t,hey have observed. (Inhelder and.
Piaget, L958) " The preoperational child is mainly concerned.
with either hit,ting or missing t,he target. Because of this
goal d,irected behavior he does not look for reasons for success
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or failure and is Èherefore not cognizant of the angles at the
rebound point. With the advent of concreLe operations, and
consequently an awareness on the subject's part in terms of
his own behavior, the subject begins to formulate relations
between the inclination of the plunger and. t,he line of reflection.
In fact, Ëhe concrete operation, seriation, becomes obvious
when the subject realizes that increasing inclinations of the
plunger cause an increase in the angle of reflection.
In
add,ition to this serial ordering, they are also capable of
correspondence operat,ions. He is a$/are that the angle at, which
he holds the plunger will correspond to the angle of reflect,ion.
Consider the following experiment as an example of the
The experi:nent involves
operation, logical multiplication.
and the subject is asked, Èo identify the facrod flexibility
tors that permit a rod to bend. In fact, the flexibility
of a
rod, d,epends on the material it, is made of , its length, its
thickness, and, the form of its cross section. These four
factors being equal, the degree to which it bend,s varies as
a function of the weight that is placed at, its Èip.
Iafith the preoperatíonal child lacking classification
and serial ordering operations he is once again restricted to
precausal explanat,ions--the rod bend.s because I'it has to'¡.
With the onseË of concrete operations the subject is capable
of studying each variable independently. However, to work
with more than one variable he must progress beyond a one-Èoone correspondence. With the application of logical multi-
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plication the subject can consider the effect, of material,
of thickness, and of lengt,h:
(A same metal as B) x (thicker) x (longer) = same
inclination (Inhelder and Piaget, L958) "
Or, the subject realizes that t,hickness can be overcome by
an increased lengt.h provid.ing he is working with a rod of
the same material. C1early, the subject.is now establishing
correspond,ences with at least two variables.
Finallyr the sane experiment provides an example of
compensation operation

a

:

(Iess thin) x (longer) = (thinner) x (shorter)
The subject realizes a balance can be maintained, by working
with two variables sjmu.ltaneously.
The following statement, should. explain why Piaget
considers the above subjects as concrete thinkers.
In fact, the same children as reach the operations just
described are usually incapable of them when they cease
to manipulat,e objects and are invited. to reason with
simple verbal propositions. The operations that are involved here, then, are "concrete operations'r and, not yet
formal ones; being constantly tied to action, they give
it a logical structure, embracing also the speech accompanying it, but they by no means irnply the possÍbility of constructing a logical discourse ind,ependently
Thus, to deny a child in the concrete stage of develop-

to work with conclete materials would be
to hinder his progress through this stage which is essent,ial
to attaining the operations characteristic of the upcoming

ment the opportunity

formal stag'e.
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Stage IV:

Formal Operations. Formal operations

represent the highest level in the d.evelopment of mental structures"
The beginnings of formal thought can be expect,ed between 11 and
15 years but can be d,elayed considerably as the review of the

literature will indicate. This d.elay will be invest,igated
but at, this poJ-nt it is essential that the types of thought
characterizing formal operaËions be outlined,. Hypotheticod,eductive reasoning is the most commonly encounËered. term
describing this final stage.
The adolescent, unlike the child is an individual
who thinks beyond the present and. forms Ëheories
about everything, delighting especially in considerations of that which is noÈ. This reflective thought,
which is characteristic of the ad,olescent, exists
from the age of 11-12 yeãrs, from the time, that is,
when the subject becomes capable of reasoning in a
hypothetico-d.ed.uctive manner, i.e., on the basis of
si:nple assumptions which have no necessary relatíon
to reality or the subject,'s beliefs, and from the
ti¡ne he relies on the necessary validity of an inference (via formae) r ês opposed to agreement of the
conclusions with experience. (Piaget, 1971a, p. 148)
Clearly, a formal operational thinker can reason symbolically
unlike concrete operational thinkers who require objects present. Hourever, to formulate and test hypotheses, requires the
identification of all relevant variables. Also, these variables must be controlled. such that in an experiment only one
is varied.. Recall that in the rod flexibÍlity
experiments
the concrete operatÍonal Èhinker iäentified the variables but
was not capable of controlling them to test the effect of a
síngle factor. On the other hand., the formal thinker spontaneously conducts a controlled experiment. To further establish
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the difference between concrete and formal thinkers consid.er
the following:
Although concrete operations consist of organized
systems (classifications, serial ordering, correspond,ence, etc.) they proceed from one partial link to
the next in a step-by-step fashion, without relating
each partial link to all others. Formal operations
differ in that all of the possible combinations are
considered in each case. Consequently, each part,ial
link is grouped, in relation to the whole; in other
words, reasoning moves as a function of a "structured
whole". (Inheld.er & Piaget, 1958, p. 16)
Hence, the formal thinker is capable of consid.ering all of the
possibilities of a situation, thus provid,ing t,he ability to
formulate hypot,heses

.

Piaget has adapted. the symbolic system of formal logic
to a mod,el representing the cognitive process. In thís system
statements are in such a form that they can be asserted, or de-

nied, and are called propositions. They are indicated symbolically by small letters (e.9., prg). Relationships between propositions are via logical operators. The operators most frequentrY

"":o""t:::t
V

)

ff".ro",

p

or (oisjunction) pVq
and (Conjunction) p q

iÍ;;TÎ:Lion)

P>q

nor

p

Porqorpandq
pan,Ël q

irPthenq

For example, Let p be the statement that a force is operating
and q be the statement that a stationary object starts to move"
The following three cases may then be observed:
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(1) (p.q) a force is present, and. the object starts to
move,

(2) (p.q) a force is not present and. there is no movement,
(3) (p.ã) a force is present but there is no movement,
from these the implication (q)p) --if there is movement then
a force is present--is formulated.. If the fourth case (F.q),
where there is motion but no force, is observed no implication
exíst,s. Thus such a combinatorial syst,em provides a means of
testing t,he implication.
The ability to consider all possible combinations enables the formal thinker to reason verbally from the hypotheËica1 to reality. Formal operations confer the ability to plan
and, cond,uct controlled experiments testing hypotheses. A more
specific look at the operations charact,erizíng formal thought,
can be obtained, from work d,one by Raven and, Guerin (1975) in
interpreting Píaget.
Proportional thinking involves the construction of
ratios such that if a change occurs in one of two factors the
resulting effect on the other factor can be pred.icted.. For
example, the pressure of a gas increases in linear proportion
to a decrease in volume all other factors being held constant.
A red,uction to one-half the original volume will result in
double the original pressure.
Probability thinking is a result of the combinatorial
system characterizing formal thought. Once again ratios must
be constructed., but in this case, the ratio reflects the frequency of the occurrence of events. For example,
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The probability of Ëhe occurrence of a particular event

is given as:
Pr (event) =

No. of favorable
combinations

@
lomuinations

!ìIith this ability to isolate relevant factors out of all those
possible the formal thinker can minimize the amount of trial and
error used in problem solving.
Finally, correlative thinking involves the construction
of a rule d,escribing the relationship between two sets of events
that have a probability attached, to their occurrence.
A more detailed look at Piagetrs logic system is required. if a clear understanding of terms like 'rstructured. whole"
and "hypothetico-deductive reasoning" characteristic of formal
thought is to be obtained. His system of logic is built upon
two logical mod.els, the 16 binary operations and, the INRC group"
The 16 Binarv Operations. Figure I constructed by
Harris (1973), describes the 16 binary operations.
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Four
Name

1.
2.
3.
4.

of Operation

Negation

Possible
Outcomes

PP PP
qq qq
FF FF

Relationships

Hnpirically

Observed

NRC
16 16

o

Inverse of implication
Inverse of converse
i:nplication

FFT

F

FFF

g

TTF

F

TFl

F

rFF
Frr

T

pq
p.q
p " (qv ql
(p. q) v (F.q)
(p. q) v tp. ql

F

(p"õ) v

5. Conjunctive negation
6. Ind,ependence of p to q
7 " Independence of q to p
8. Reciprocal i:nplication
" Reciprocal exclusion
10. Inverse of independence
ofqtop
11. Inverse of independ,ence
ofptoq
9

12" Disjunction

13" Converse implication
L4" ImplicatÍon
15. Incompatibility
16. Tautology

FTFT
FFT
TTT
TTF
TFT
FTT
TTT

p

q

P

q

(p.

16

15 5L2
L4 413

TF FF
FT FF

Conjunction

ÏNRC

Group

(p. q)

13 3L4
L2 2 15
1111 6
1010 7
989
898

õ) v rF.ãl

7 7 r0

T

F. (q v

F

(pvq)

r

qcp

T

p2q

T

p/q,

6 611
515 2
4L4 3
313 4
2L2 s

T

(p.

q) v (p. ã) v
(ñ. q) v tp.ãl

111

Figure 1, Sixteen Binary Operations. (¡tarris I

dl

L973')
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of the relationship between propositions
is established through observations. The reason for 16 Binary
Observations is that each pair of propositions can give rise to
For example,
four possibilities.
p= the rod ís long (T or F)
q= the rod bend,s (r or r)
pq, pã, õq, ñA
Four possibilities:
Since each of the above pairs can be either true or false there
are 16 differenÈ arrangements of true and, false as indicated by
The trut,h or falsity

the table.
to the above operations the adolescent,rs d.ecision
depend,s upon what he observed. and what he did not observe. For
example, a conclusion that long rod.s and bend,ing go together,
i.e., conjunct,ion, can only be verified by the hypothetical reresults shown in row 2, of table one. In other words, to estabDue

lish conjunction he must experimentally exclude the other three
possible associaÈions "
The INRC Group. This second component of formal thought
can be introduced. by the following quotation from Piaget (1971a).
Now, reasoning formally and with mere propositions
involves d,ifferenÈ operations from reasoning about
action or reality. Reasoning that concerns realiÈy
consists of a first-d,egree grouping of operations,
so to speak, i"e. internalized actions that have
become capable of combinatiog and reversal. Formal
thought on the other hand,, consists ín reflecting
(in the true sense of the word,) on these operations
and, therefore operating on operations or on Ëheir

results and consequently effecting a second-degree
grouping of operations. (p. 148)
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The INRC group represents the second. ord.er operations.
Each letter refers to a particular operation, i.e.,

ident,ity
(I) , negation (N) , reciprocity (R) , correlat.ivity (C) " It is
also the framework in which the binary operat.ions are formed
and, interrelated,.
The identity operalor (I) leaves t'he result unchanged.
Negation (N) and reciprocity (R) are bot,h forms of reversing
operators. The correlate operator changes conjuncËion (.) to
disjunction (v) and vice versa.
Consider the following example, taken from Ginsburg and
Opper (1969) , of a formal thinker discovering inert,ia with the
application of Èhe second ord,er operation, negation (N). Essentially the principle of inertia stat,es that if no factors
impede the motion of an object it will keep going at the same
speed" Experimentally, students discover many factors that do
in fact impede motion and hence slow the object down.
SymboIically:

p = the object's stopping
s = factor 3
q = the presence of friction
t = factor 4
r = the presence of air resistance etc.
The binary operat,ionsr p)9, p)rr p)s, and p>tr...¡show
that Èhe student has successfully ident,ified. the factors that,
slow the object down. For example, p:Q, indicates that if
the objecË stops then friction is present. By combÍning Ëhe
abover p D(gvrvsvt" o. " o), the student exhibits his understanding

that, any or all of a number of factors can imped,e motion"
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to discover inertia we must carry out the second order
operat,ion of negation (N). The result,, (q.;.8.E---)rF, implies
that in the absence of the impeding factors motion will not, slow
down. To arríve at this conclusion thought was based on reasoning
rather than on reality. More j:nportant, without the ability to
isolate the factors involved, and then transform them through
negation (operatíng on operations) the inertía principle would
never have been d,iscovered,. Or, since the subject's cognitive
systems are synthesized into a structured whole, he is able to
reason by hypothesis through application of second order operaËions.
However,

Following hypothesis format,ion, he then conducts an experiment
based on ded,uctions from the hypothesis (hypothetico-d.ed.uctive
reasoning)

.

SuÍunarv

of Concrete

& Formal Stages

To summarize the basic d,ifferences and characteristics

of concrete and formal stages consider once again the floating
object experiments. The concrete thinker is capable of reversibility both through negaÈion and, reciprocity but that these
operations are not part of a struclured. whole. Consequently,
he can classify through manipulation of realíty and. conclud.e
that some large objects float, and some smalI objects sink"
However, his failure to d,epart from reality and carry out second
ord,er operations results in his inability to coord.inate the
weight-volume relationship with water dísplacement. The
concrete thinker may refer to the amount of waÈer in the containerrather than the abstract concept of the volume of waÈer
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displaced.
I^fith formal thinking and coord.ination of operat,ions via

the ability to hypothesize about water
displacement is possible. Consequently, the individ.ual can
conduct experiment,s based. upon a hypothesis which is envisioned.
as possible and not upon direct observatíon. The weight of
the object is then related. to the weight of an equal volume
of water and the non-contradictory law, that objects float if
their density is less than water, can be discovered.
In conclusion, formal thought wÍth its accompanying
characteristics is essential if the concepts of science, which
are frequently abstractr ê.g. atomíc theory, are to be understood. According to Piaget's model individuals do not develop
formal operations through maturation'only. Rather, maturation
in association wíth experience and. social interaction control
development. Finally, as the review of literature will indicate, individuals who may be physiologically prepared. for formal
thoughË may not reach it for many years. The obvious implication
is that limit,ations with respect to Ëhe other Èwo f actors,
experience and, social transmission, have not properly prepared
the individual for formal thought. Perhaps, the ed,ucational
envíronment could do more in maxj¡nizing cognitive growth. It
is this possibility that has fostered. this research project.
second order operations
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Application of Píaget's Theory to IPS
A look at the IPS course in light of piagetts theory
reveals that little concern r¡ras given to the student,'s ability
to handle content and. a part.icular teaching style. For example
iÈ is the authorsr apparent assumption that through development of certain skills in the laboratory t.he rps course will
be und.erstood by all who take part.
Your student,s will ask for answers, and. will continue
to ask for them if you give them. If you let your
students f ind their or¡Ín ansv¡ers, they will not only
learn more but gain confid.ence in Èheir ability to
make useful decisions. At first you may find this
d.ifficult,
but after hearing from you a few answers
like, t'How can you find out?t' "Try itrt' "Look it upr't
"You have to decid.e, " and [Are you satisf ied with the
d,ata? " your sÈud.ents will become more resourceful.
(Teacher's Guid.e, p. vi)
It is quite possible that Èhe above t,echnique could frustraËe
a confused stud,ent, if the questions the teacher poses are too
far beyond. his level of cognitive d.evelopment. f f stud.ents
are not capable of answering the above kinds of quest,ions the
teacher is forced. into the position where he must ask more
direct questions which may fail to lead. the student to the
required generalizat,ion from the lab. Then the teacher is
forced. to provide the generalization and, this is in d.irect
conflict, with the philosophy of the course"
Another example of the tend,ency of the authors to be
unrealistic in terms of stud.ent progress is the following:
As they progress in the course, they learn to enjoy
doing experiments whose results they do not know in
ad.vance, even though they realize that someone has
faced, and answered, the same problem before.
(Teacherts Guid,e, p. vi)
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If experiments repeated.ly challenge stud.ents for generalizations they are not capable of formulating, it, is d.oubtful that, they will look forward. to further experimentation.
From analysis of the course in terms of Piaget's t,heory it
is apparent that many of the concepts require formal operat.ional
abilityi ê.9. t laws of constant and multiple proportions.
If a teacher could assume the majority of stud,ents involved.
I¡tere formal operatíonal then the IPS course would. be suitable.
Howeverr âs the review of literature will indicate this is
not a valid assumption at the grad,e 10 level.
Design of the Study
RaÈionale

with IPS curriculum content and, learning
objectives requiring t,he use of logical operations beyond, the
level of cognitive development of the learner may be forced,
to accept stud.ent achievement at a level inconsistent r¡rith
the objecËives of the curriculum. This study will attempt
to show that the d,isparity between the Learner and the content
of the curriculum is reflected, in teacher-mad,e tests. Possibly
Ëhese tests will require logical operations only at the concrete level in spite of the fact Èhat many concepts in IPS
require logical operations at t,he formäl level. This mismatch
could lead to the following:
1. Concret,e operaÈional students may view memorization
as their only method, of achj.evement and. expend. valuable time and energy in memorÍzation that, might
Teachers faced
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otherwise go toward development of formal operational
capabí1ity.
2. Formal operational stud.ents may not. be challenged in

that will assist, them in achieving their full
potential.

!ì¡ays

the ot,her hand,, if school experiences r4rere appropriately
matched with the cognitive level of the stud.ent, development
of logical structures of formal operations might be faciliËated.
On

Problem Statement
The purpose

of this study will be to answer the following

quesÈions:

1.

What

level of cognit,ive operations is required. for

high'achievement on teacher-made tests?

2. VüiII'both formal

and. concrete

operational high

achievers maintain this level of achievemenÈ on
experimental test items requiring formal operational

ability?
Definition of Terms
ConcreÈe operational
studenÈs:

Stud,ents whose responses on

Rods

are scored. such that they arecategorized concrete following
Harris's (1973) outline for

identifÍcâtion of

response

pafterns.
Formal operational

students:

Students whose responses on

Rod,s

are scored such that, they arecategorized, as formal.
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High achievers:
thet ico - d.ed.uc tive
reasoning:
Hypo

Formal concept:

Stud.ents who average a B grade

or higher on teacher-mad.e test.s.
Reasoning occurring wit.hin a
combinational syst,emr âs defined,
by Piaget, making it, possible to
generate hypotheses based on all
possible combinations .
A concept, which logical analysis,

in terms of Piaget's mod.el, is
d.emonstrated to require hypotheticoded,uctive reasoning for meaningful
comprehension.

Experirnental test
items:

Items designed to d.etermine whether

a stud.enË is capable of applying
hypot,hetico-d,educ tive reasoning
to questions of concepts requiring
formal operations.

Hypotheses

fwo hypotheses flow from the rationale and, purpose of

this study.

I. High achievement on teacher-mad,e IPS tests that, are
intend,ed to t,est understand,ing of concepts requiring
formal operat,ions d,oes not requirê formal operational
ability on t,he part of t,he learner.
II. On the experimental test items only stud,ents who
have achieved, the sub-stages of formal operations
will be high achievers.

Evid.ence Required, for Support of These Hypotheses

.
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It witl be possible for concrete operat,ional students to
score above the med.ian of formal operat.ional students on teachermade IPS tests.
II. The formal operational high achievers will score higher
than the concrete operational high achievers on the experimental
test items.
The evidence for the second hypothesis can be provid.ed
by a test of independence, however, the first hypothesis reguires
I.

some discussion.

If it, were possible for significant, numbers of concrete
operational stud.ents t,o score above the median of formal operaÈional stud,ents on teacher-mad,e tests, Èhe tests are f ailing
to d.iscriminate between concrete and. formal operational students.
The logic "behind this approach is as follows:

1"

The med,ian

is the score most representative of achieve-

ment by formal operational stud.ents on teacher-made

test items.
2. It, seemed, reasonable that if a higher proportion of
concrete operational students could. exceed. this
point than predicted by chance the tests were not
requiring formal operational ability.
3. Formal operational stud,ents may tend, to be superior
i"n other factors which contribute Ëo achievement on
teacher-mad.e tests (e.9., moÈivation, intelligence,
attendance ....) .
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Therefore, merely testing for differences between
scores of formal and concrete operational stud.ents would not
appropriate

be

"

Diagram of Hvpothet,ical Scores
a)

503 of formal operational
students

<.0s
>.0s
Med,ian

of Formal Operatj_ona1 Stud.ents

Where:
a)

the hypothetj.cal distribut,ion of scores of formal

b)

operat,ional stud,ents on' teacher-made test iËems.
hypothetical distribut,ion of scores of concrete

operational students on teacher-made test it,ems
that discri:ninate between concrete and formal
operations.
c)

hypothetícal distribution of scores of concrete
operational stud,ents on Èeacher-mad,e test items
Èhat d,o not discríminate between concrete and
formal operations"

Figure 2. Diagramat,ic representat,ion of achievement on teacher. mad,e tests that do discri¡ninate (b) and those that
d,o not discriminate (c) between concrete and, formal
operations.

CHAPTER TT

Review of the Related. Literature

Introduction
This study was undertaken to discover reasons why
there r¡/as poor underst,anding and retention by pupils of cerÈain
science concepts incrud.ed in the rps course. piaget's theory
of cognit,ive developmenË suggests possible reasons for and
offers some solutions to the problem. Followíng is a review
of those studies which have given d.irecLion to this research.
Harris (L973) , in reviewing the works of Erkind (1961),
Lovell and. Shields (1968), Field. and, Cropley (1969), and,
Lovell (1971) has proposed, Èhe following:
t. It is not evident that ind.ivid.uals from adolescence
upwards can apply hypothetico-d.ed,uctive reasoning
to every task requiring it..
2" Prediction of scholastic achievement for ind,ivuals
and. groups is far from depend,able if based. on assumed
norms f or ad.olescence.
3 - chronological age is not, necessarily an ind.ex of
developmenËal level.

Although in piaget's stud.ies formal operations were

in early adolescence stud.j.es Ëo be cited later
reveal that t'his is not universal. A serious conflict arises
if the level of intellectual development of the studenÈs
taking rPS is below that which is reguired. for understanding
of the concept,s it presents.
d,emonstrat,ed

The teacher has the choice of lowering his expectations
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by teaching formal concepts as though t.hey were concnete thereby
requiring pupils to memorize verbal statement,s of the concepts
for the solution of specif ic kind.s of problems. on the ot,her
hand, the t,eacher could. ignore the intellectual level of his
students and teach for formal mastery, failing large numbers
of students who can reason only at the concrete leveI. Either
approach leads to a poor und.erstanding of the concepts by stud.ent,s
and a sense of frustration on the part of the teachers and. pupils

a1ike. Piaget refers to learning by memorization of facts without
linking t,hem together for an understand.ing of the concept as
figurative thinking. Kaufman and, Konecek (L972) quote piaget
as stating that figurative thinking is "an imíÈation of stages
taken as.moment,ary and. static" as opposed to operative thought
which "deals not with sËates but, with Ëransformations from one
state to another" (p. 5).
Tomlinson-Keasey (L972), in d,iscussing the work of
Elkind (1970), stat,es that most subjects of normal intelligence
reach t,he Ievel of concret,e operations. However, referring
to work by Love11 (1961, 1968) and Jackson (1965),
she suggests that formal operations represent 'ra potential
to be reached rather than an assured, stage of development',

(p" 2).
Studies Dealing with Age of Acquisition of Formal Operations
As part of a stud,y conducted by Tomlinson-Keasey (L972) ,
three groups of females with mean ages of 11.9 years, L9.7
years and 54 years \¡/ere tested, on three tasks, the pend,ulum,
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the balance, and rod flexibility.
A description of each of
these tasks is in Inhelder's and piaget's (1958) work on
logical processes from child.hood. to adolescence. The percentages
of each group operating formally were 322 of the girls, 672
of the college-aged. girrs and 542 of the women. The ad.vance
in cognitive lever from the sixth grade to college is in
agreement with Piaget's d.evelopmental sequence but it also

indicates that 33? of Ëhe college students are not operating
formally. combining this with information about the proportion of women operating formally supports the hypothesis
that formal thought may not necessarily be achieved by the
average p"r=ott.

It, is the contention of Renner and. Lawson (I973a, b)
that sciênce teaching should promote formal thought. They
believe that it is only when students have achieved. the ability
to think formally that a teacher should deal with the abstractions of science. They further =a"a" that propositional logic
characteristic of formal thought, is essential if the hypotheticod.eductive process of , 'rif--then--therefore", can be correctly
applied" Accordingry, Lawson ard. Renner (L974) conducted. a

quantiËative study of three groups to see what proportion of
each group vras operating formally"
The first group consisted, of 588 stud,ents representing
a cross-section of grad.es 7-12 in oklahoma. percentages of
concrete thínkers by each grad.e \^rere found to be: Grade 7
858, I - 772, 9 82*, t0 73È, 11 TLZ. and. 12 662.
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Of the second group consisting of 143 college freshmen
with a mean age of 18.6 years 22so were operating formally.
The third group consisted of 51 biology stud.ents (mean
age L6.4 years), 50 chemistry student,s (mean age 17.3 years),
and. 33 physics students (mean age L7.9 years). Results indicated. that 35.28 of the biorogy stud,ents | 2gz of Èhe chemistry
stud'ents, and 63.38 of the physics students were formal thinkers.

their results it is evid.ent that, a high proportion
of high school stud.ents are not formal operational; ind.eed,
over one-half the grad.e 10 stud.ents are not formal operational.
Karplus and. Karplus (1970) also conducted a stud.y of
intellectual development beyond elementary school. It involved.
From

a puzzle which they constructed t,o measure abstract reasoning ability. some 449 subjêcts from 5th graders to college physics
teachers vtere tested,. Results indicated, that, abstract reasoning
reached a plateau in high school and did, not, progress much further

beyond. Also, the plateau i^/as at a "disappointingly low rever"
(p. 403). rn a followup sËudy by Karplus and, peterson (1970)
a test to measure a studenË's abitity to apply the concept of
ratio (or proportion) was administ,ered,. The subjects ranged. from
grad.es 4 to L2 and ages 9 to 18 years" As expected, successful
proportional reasoning was not, evid,ent until the 1ast years of
high school. consid.ering that problems involving formal
operations like working with raËio and proportions are common
in junior and early high school there is a serious gap bet\¡reen
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curriculum and stud,ents' reasoning ability.
A study by Ball and Sayre (1973) involving ALg students
in grade 7 through 12 provides evid.ence t,hat non-formal thinkers
do not d.o as well scholastically as formal thinkers. It,
indicates that there is a relat,ionship between scholastj-c
success of eighth, ninth, tenth (biology) and erevent,h grad.e
(chemistry) stud.ents and, their development,al levels. Relationships
for seventh and. twerft,h grad.es \^rere not evident accord,ing to
the authors due Ëo the low proport,ion of formal thínkers ín
the seventh and the high proport,ion in the twelfËh.
Apparently some adolescents simpty d,o not acguire formal
operations. Also concepts in science freguently require formal
thought,. rhese two statements imply Ëhat science teachers
should, aid stud,ents across the transiËion from concrete to
formal Èhought or ad,just the curriculurn by lowering it to the
cognitive level of the stud,ents, i.e. pred,ominantly concrete.
As the following stud,ies will Índicate, there has been little
success in assisting stud.ents in achievement of the transition.
Thus it wourd. appear that curriculum at the high school level
must be more carefully planned. so that it paralrels the intellectual level of the students"
SÈudies Designed to Facilitate Formal Operat,ions
Tomlinson-Keasey (Lg72) attempted t,o facílitate

the

acquisition of formal operations through a short,-t,erm training
procedure. fhe technique was used, on three groups of females
with mean ages of 11.9 , L9 .7 and. 54 years. They r¡rere given
a pretest, training experience, and an immediate posttest on
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t,he same three tasks (pendulum, balance, and. rod

flexibility).
To test, for transfer a d,elayed post,test consisting of a more
complex flexibility task, chemical combinations, and an inclined plane was used,. The control group consisting of six
girls from each of the younger groups and five from the old,er
was given the pretest and d,elayed. posttest" Results ind.icated
that the training proced.ure was effective in raising scores
on the i¡nmediate posttest but any gains due to training were
not generalized. to the d,ifferent tasks on the delayed posttest.
A factorial analysis indicated. that the experimental and, control
groups d.id not differ on either the pretest or delayed postt,est.
Perhaps the generalization tasks were not similar
enough to allow subjects to apply newly acquired, operations.
This is possible if formal thinking involves operations which
can be applied to some tasks and. not others (horizontal d.ecalage)
but is not if formal thinking involves the same basic operations
for all t,asks.
She assumes thaÈ the operations acquired via the training
procedure vrere present but not applied. to the d,elayed posttest.
A delayed, posttest involving the pretest and. training tasks
would have indicated. if such an assumption was valid"
A study cond,ucted by Bass and Montague (L972) attempted,
to incorporate Piaget's d.evelopmental sequence inÈo instructional
objectives and instructional sequences. fheir instructional
objectives v¡ere arranged. in an hierarchy based, on Piaget's (1958)
analysi-s of t,he balance and, inclined, plane problems. Their

4I
experi:nent,al group consisted, of one hund.red and. thirty-t.hree
grad.e nine physical science students. The students were pre-

tested to determine their intellectual level followed by a
self-instructional sequence based on tfr" tasks and. a post,test. The result,s are contradictory as to the hierarchical
nature of objectives and t,he effectiveness of an instructional
sequence. The objectives for the balance task were arranged
in a hierarchy and. the instructional sequence was effective
in leading students up Èhe hierarchy. However, f.or the inclined plane the objectives were not so arranged and, no evid,ence existed to support the effectiveness of the instructional
sequence.

The study is subject to crit,icism because the authors

do not provid,e any informat,ion on their methods of pre and.
posttesting. Therefore, it cannot be replicated. It is
j:nperative that the method of testing be reported.. No other
stud.ies were found which suggested that an instructional sequence can aid d,evelopment through intellectual

levels.
Jones (1972) found that boys who were d.eficient in
verbal ability and who used, few hypothetico-d,ed,uctive statements in speech showed, no less ability to think in hlpothetico
terms than did those who \¡¡ere not d.eficient in verbal ability.
This f indÍng is in agreement wíth eiag'et's contention that
the level of cognit,íve d,evelopment atËained is noË d.ependenÈ
on a concurrent language d,evelopment (Inheld,er and, Piaget in
Jones, 1972) .
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Harris (L973) d.esigned a tesL to id.entify students who
were j-n the transition between concrete and formal operations.
She also developed a treatment method to facilitat,e formal
operational thought involving the application of a consisÈent
procedure to solving problems. Her experimental and control
groups each consisted. of thirty-three students in grade eight
or nine. Results ind,icated, that the treatment was effective
for girls but not for boys. She attributed this result to
lack of motivation on the part of boys and on the inappropriateness of the method, for the boys. Her results do show it, is
possible to facilitate transfer to formal thought but this
stud.y is not conclusíve d.ue to t,he significant sex-treatment
interaction.
Brainerd and. A1len (1971) tried to det,ermine if the
concept of d.ensity conservation could be taught to subjects
who were non-conservers of solid and liquid volume. To conserve density a subject must realize that an object will float
or sink depending on the material and, not on it.s size or shape.
A feedback training procedure proved effective in índ,ucing
densitsy conservation to non-conservers. this technique enabled
a subject to test whether his prediction that an object would
float or sink was correct. To test for transfer posttests
were d,esigned for solid and liguid conservation. Results
ind,icated there was transfer to solid conservation but not
liquid conservation. Similarity of materials (clay) used
in the training procedure and solid, conservation \Â¡as provid,ed
as an explanation for the transfer. Due to the lack of transfer
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to liquid volume conservation there was limit,ed inter-concept
generality.

follow their result,s with a theoretical
argument suggest,ing that a formal operat,ion is more read.ily
induced since it requires only a coordination of operat,ions
acguired d,uring the concrete stage. This is opposed to the
difficulty of ind.ucing a mental operation in the concrete
phase. They suggest that through training of formal conservation (e.g. d.ensity) a transfer of training to d.issimilar and
untrained formal conservations (volume) is pred,ictable. Unfortunately, the argument is theoretically sound but lacks
support from their data¿
Of the above four studies the studies of TomlinsonKeasey and. Harris were less conclusive as to the benefits
of traíníng than were Lhe other two. However, the study by
The authors

Bass and Montajue v¡as poorly reported and. Brainerd and Allen

over-generalized their findings.

In addition to the experimenËaI approach several papers
proposed met,hods based on theory to promote formal thought.
Ball and Sayre (197 4) ad.d.ress themselves to Ëhe idea of read.iness. They suggest that, many of the tasks students fail are
those which require a mental maturity above their present, level;
students may not be capable of learning what is being taught.
It is these authors I contention that teachers should. diagnose
the mental capacit,ies of stud.ent,s'and then prescribe proper
learning sequences for menÈa1 development "
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A study by Kolodiy (L974) has serious implications
for science teachers. Part of his study involved freshmen
college student,s. Of twenty-f ive stud,ents, the seven who
dropped out of the study, were all earlier designated as non-

formal thinkers. He believes that unless non-formal thinkers
resort to memory they cannot assimilate the concepts which
are frequently taught, via the lecture method. Also, in agreement with Ball and. Sayre, he believes that science has meaning
only íf there is an interaction between subject matter and, t,he
stud,ent's mind.
Lawson and Renner (L974, 1975) add,ress themselves to

the problem of failure by many adolescents to achieve formal
operatíons. They'contend that if teachers would confront concrete thinkers with concrete problems and cond.uct meaningful
inquiries a higher incid.ence of formal operaÈional students
would ensue. Their design for inquiry sessions is essentially
that of the Science Curriculum Improvement Stud,y at the University
of California at Berkley. It involves three phases:
1) explorat,ion, 2) invention, and 3) discovery.
The exploration phase is designed to promoËe disequilibration through the stud,entsr experiences with concrete
materials. This phase may be highly structured or relatively
unguided,. The invention phase is marked by the introduction of
a structure to accommod.ate the above experiences. This phase
is d,esigned. to promote equilibration" The third phase, d.iscovery, is designed. to reinforce and enlarge the content of
invention through repeated, application to different situations.
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They operationalize the d.esign with concepts from high school

physics and biology courses.
The purpose of citing these articles despite their

lack of quantitative data is that they offer an alternative
which at least has a theoretical basis. Compare their method
to what in Herronrs (L975) opinion, is presently occurring in
most high school science programs.
We present the material at an abstract level with
few concrete props for even the better stud.ents
to grasp; because the students are intellecÈually
unable to understand the ideas, they memorizei we
give a test, from which we d,iscover that students
have learned only what can be learned, by memory;
we conclude that the students cannot real1y think
so we had, better just be content with teaching what
$Je can teach by rote; because ule límit our instruction
to Lhat which involves rote memory, students are never
forced.to develop their thinking to the level of formal
operations; because they do not develop to the leve1
of formal thought; they cannot und.erstand. the abstract
material we present. (p. 150)
Summary Stud.y

on Acquisition of Formal Reasoning

Lawson, Blake and. Nord.land. (1975) attempt,ed

to teach

high school biology stud.ents to control variables. More
impoËtant they test,ed, for training effect,s and. generalization.
Testing hypotheses is a formal operation as it involves the
recognition of the necessity of controlling variables. Their
sample consisted, of 65 high school biology stud.ents (29 males

with a mean age of 15..5 years. The experimental
group (33 stud.ents) received, traíning on the ability to control
variables and, the control group (32 stud,ents) did not. The
and 36 females)

Èraining proced.ure followed, the exploration-invention-discovery
mode of instruction. They $¡ere all pre and, posttested using a
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pencil and paper test developed, by Longeot (L962 and 1965).
This test enables the experimenter to classJ-fy t.he students into
concrete, transitional and formal stages of development. Their
results ind,icated. that the experimental group performed at a higher
level on the trained task, however, there was no difference between Èhe experimenÈal and control groups on the tasks d.esigned,
to measure transfer of training. The suggestion then, is that
the higher ability on the trained task ís d.ue to rote learning
and not through growth of intellecËual abitiÈ,y. This result
is in agreement with PiageÈ since he believes that the child
must discover the method by himself and having the teacher demonstrate it j-s completely useless (Piaget in Lawson, et al., 1975).
The authors attribute the lack of transfer to the
failure of students to carry on self-regulation or equitibration processes. The other three factors in int.ellectual
development, I) maturation, 2) concrete experience, 3) social
transmission, were met in the training sessíon. rhey suggest
ÈhaË a variety of concrete experiences and sufficient time
must, be provided to allow a student to resolve problems by
himself . It is the.teacher's d,emand.s for immed,iate understand,ing
and desire to cover material that, hinders self-regulation.
Finally, without this essential component, growth to formal
thought is severely limited
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Summary

The preceding literature

review firmly establishes
two points. First,r âs many as 50 percent of high school
students fail to acquire formal reasoning. Secondr oo hard
evidence suggests that a student physiologically prepared
can be taught propositional reasoning characteristic of formal

thought. However, the literature does provide a theoretical
basis ed.ucators can use if they wish to work with Piaget t s
ideas on intellectual d,evelopment. Also, several group tests
have been d,esigned, which are effective in determining levels
of thought. This frees the experimenter from the tremend.ous
ti¡ne burd.en required. to cond.uct individual interviews.
In fact, one group test called, Ravenrs TesL of Logical
Operations, d,esigned by Ronald, J. Ráven who refers to it as
RTLO, is said to be capable of determining 'rthe d.evelopmental
pattern of logical operations in children across grade leve1s'l
(Raven, 1973) . Of course, with such an instrument teachers
could det,ermine the reasoníng patterns child.ren have most difficulty with and, d,esign instructional sequences accord.ingly.
Raven himself uses this instrument in at least three other
stud,ies (Raven and Polanski t L97 4; Raven , ].97 4; Raven and
Geurin, 1975) to d,etermine logical thought, processes in children.
This test would have value in this study and an at,tempt was made
to obtain a copy. However, it was not possible Ëo obtain a copy
of this test from Ðr" Raven" Since the studies in which RTI,O
$¡as used cannot be replicated, their conclusions are being
omitted. from the literature review.
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Finally, the results of the preced.ing studies indicate
a void exists between what is expected of science sÈudents and
what, is actually occurring. If the attainment, of reasoning
about natural phenomena at the Ievel of formal operations
beyond high school is an objective of science education, then
t,his objective is not being met. The consequence of stud.ents
not reasoning formally irnplies that students could. leave high
school with a sense of frustrat,ion and bewilderment raËher
than with a life-long interest in science.

CHAPTER TIT

.

EXPERIMENTAI DESIG¡T¡ PROCEDURE' ORGANTZATTON OF DATA

Experimental Design

rn order to provide support for the first research
hypothesis it is necessary to show that teacher-made test
items are not discriminating between concrete and. formal operations. rf the test,s are not discriminating it should. be
possible for concrete operational students to d,o as werl as
the formal operational students. consequently, a test of a
single proportion involving a d.istribution with two categories
is required.. rn Èhis case, category I represents those concrete operational sÈud.ents scoring above the med,ian of subjects
with foÈmal operational ability while category 2 represents those
concret,e.operational stud.ents scoring below the formal med.ian.
The hypoËhesis that'the true population proportion in category I
is p can be tested by;
NP-Np

(Hays, 1963r p. 585)

P = observed proportion
in category 1,

p = expected proportion
in category 1,
q = expected proportion
in category 2
N = number of concrete

operational stud,ents.

since the hypot,hesis is concerned. with only one tair of the
hypothetical distribution of concrete operational stud,ents
the ã valu,e encompassing 58 of the distribuËion is of concern.
For Èhis case z = 1"645 (Ferguson, 1966, p. 405). Once the
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sample size is known the proportion of concrete operat.ional

students that must exceed the formal med.ian in order to support
the research hypothesis can be calcuIat,ed.. For example, by
applying t,he above formula and letting p = .05, 9 of 1OO
concrete operaÈional students would be reguired to suggest
that teacher made test, items are not d.iscriminating between
concret,e and formal operations.
To support, the second research hypothesis it is necessary

to show that formal operational high achievers can score higher
than concrete high achievers on the experirnental test items.
A test of independence can be used, to d,etermine whether or
not operational level has any association with achievement on
the experimental test items. Chi-square is a test of independ.ence
but its use is nót, recommend.ed. if expected. frequencies are small
(Ferguson, 1966r p. 208). Fisher's exact test of significance
for a 2 x 2 contingency Ëable can be used, as a test of ind,ependence (Ferguson, 1966, p. 208).
For example, if the d.ata collected. for the second. hypothesis are organized. in the following fashion where A, B, C
and D are t,he celI frequencies, Fisher t s exact È,est can be

applíed.
Achievement on Experimental Test It,ems
High

Low

FormaI

Operational
Students

A

B

A+B

c

D

c+D

Concrete

Operational
Students

A+C

B+D

N
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p= (A+B) I (C+D) : (A+C):

(B&D):

N:A:B:C:D:
vrhere p = the exact probability associated with the arrangement
of observed d.ata.
If g oU= ) .05 the hypothesis of índepend.ence between
high achievement and operational level cannoÈ be rejected..
If p. o¡" 1.05 then the probabilíty of every other
arrangement givíng as much or more evidence for association
must be calculated. If the probability of these arrangements
is less than .05 then evidence suggests an association between
achievement on experimental test items and operational Ievel.
Small cell frequeneies are predicted by the review of
Fifty percent of the Grad,e 10 students can be
literature.
expected. to be concrete operational. Of these stud.ents only
a small proportion will be high achievers. Finaltyr âs the
research hypothesis pred.icts the concrete high achievers will
not maintain this level on ítems requiring formal reasoning.
Consequently, Fisher's exact, test of independence seems appropriate.
Procedure

Collection of Data

All grade 10 students at Gordon BeIl High School in
Vüinnipeg taking IPS and present on January 10, L977 wrote the
Rod.s test. Anonymity was requested. Ninety-six students v¡ere
involved. Thè it,ems were scored. following the scoring criteria
for Rod,s and, stud.ents were subsequently id,entified as being in
a part,icular substage according to Piaget I s model. Append.ix A
contains sample guestions from the Rods Test and, the rationale
behind each sample question.
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the above stud.ents those who completed chapter
5 in the IPS text wrote a teacher-made test,. Experimental
test items were embedd,ed in this test. Students were unah/are
of their presence and consequently would approach them as t,hey
would any other guestion on the Èest. The test consisted. of
10 items, however, the teacher d.id not have the students attempt
quesÈion 3. Questions 9 and. 10 were experimental test iËems.
The teacher scored t,he teacher-made it,ems in his usual fashion
and, recorded the stud.ent mark as a percentage. The experimental
items v¡ere scored by this writer and were each given all or
part of 5 points. Twenty stud,ents were involved, in this phase
From

of the study. The experiment,al test. items and a sample teachermade test are in append.ix B.
Those rPS students who completed. chapter 9 of the rps

text wroüe a teacher-mad,e test with the experirnenÈal items
being numbers 6 and,8 of an ll-item test. The same proced,ure
as above was used. in scoring teacher-mad.e items and, experimental
items. Sixty-eight students took part ín this phase.
Those students completing chapter 6 in the IPS course
wrote a teacher-made test with experimental items being embedded
as the first and. last question" Seventeen student,s v¡ere involved..
Those stud.ents completi-ng chapter l0 in the IPS course

wrote a teacher-test with experimentaf items being embed.ded,
items 3 and 7 " scoring of items followed t,he established,

as
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pattern.

Forty-seven stud,ents v/ere involved.
fhe results from previous teacher-test,s given since
the beginning of school term (september, Lg76) were collected
and record,ed as percentages. rf teachers assigned. letter
grades the mid.d.le of the range for each letter grade was taken
as the percentagei ê"g. r D (50-59) would, be assigned. a percentage of 55.

Organization of Data
Categorization of SËudents
on the results from Rods students were categorized.
into their operational fevel.
Based.

Table I
Categorization of Stud,ents into Operational Levels

Concret,e Formal Transitional
Number

of

Stud,ents

Proportion

of Sample

lotal

52

19

37

I0g

.48

.18

.34

1.00

Selection of Subjects
From

criteria

the above 108 stud.ents those

who met

the following

$rere select,ed

1" In either the concrete or formal stage of d,evelopment, i. e. lvere not transitional "
2" Participated. in two teacher-mad.e tests each containing two experimental test items.
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Thirty-nine student,s met, t,hese criteria. Table 2
illustrates how they \^¡ere distributed. in the fPS course and
their operational levels.
Table 2
Distribution of Formal and Concrete Operational
Students !^Iithin the IPS Course
Chapt,ers

5 and.

Operational Level

9

6

and. 10

Formal

4

10

Concrete

7

18

Teacher-Made Test Results
The mean percentage on teacher-mad,e

test items

from

the beginning of the school year through to the completion
of this stud,y was determined. for each of the 39 stud,ents.
It was then possible to determine the number of high achievers
(students whose mean percentage was >702) and, low achievers
(mean percentage

(,70t).

Table 3 illustrates the number of

formal and concrete operational students within each achievement, leveI.
Table
Number

of HÍgh and Low Achievers

Concrete

on Teacher-Mad,e Test

Items and Their Operational Level

Operat,ional Level
Formal

3

Hish (>z

702)

Low (<- 702)

L2

2

6

19

"
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The median of the formal stud.ents on teacher-made

test items was 82.5. This statistic is important in providing
evid,ence for the first research hypothesis" Two of the six
concrete operational high achievers were above this value.
Experimental-Lest, Item Results
The mean percentage on experi:nental test items was

calculated for those concrete and formal operational stud.ents
who were high achievers on teacher-mad.e tests. Table 4 illustrates
the number of formal and concrete operational high achievers
who were able to maintain this level of achievement on the
experimental test items.
Table
Number

of High

Operational Level
Formal

Concrete

and Low

Items

and,

4

Achievers on Experimental Test

fheir Operational

Leve1

High

I
I

4

5

lfhere achievemenË $ras high if the mean percentage on experimental test items was 2704 and. low if it was < 704.

CHAPTER TV
ANATYSTS OF DATA, FINDTNGS AND DISCUSSTON

This chapt,er will report the resulËs obt,ained from
data collected,, organized and analyzed in accordance with
the experi:nental d.esign.
Analysis of Data
Stat,ing the first research hypothesis in statistical
form:
The proportion of concret,e operational stud.ents ex-

ceeding the formal med.ian (p) will be less than or equal to

the proportion
H^:
o

by chance (g) :
P-¿ p (i.e., the teacher-mad.e test. discriminates
beËween concrete and. formal operat.ional
expect,ed.

students)

As previously ind.icated., once the sample size is known the

proportion of concreÈe stud,ents that must exceed Ëhe formal
median in ord.er to reject the null hypothesis can be calculated.
z criË _< N (p-p)
Npq

g = .05, g = 1 p = "95, trJ = 25 students,
and the one-tail .05 level of significance is
z = 1.645" Thus:
L.645 < 25 (p .05)

where

25

(.05) ( .95)

Proportion Z .L2I7 for .rejection of Ho.
The observed. P - 2/N = .08 which is not greater than
and,

the critical rejection level. Thus, Ho cannot be rejected
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and there is not substantial evidence to indicate
made

that teacher-

test.s do not, discriminate.

Stating the second research hypothesis in statistical
form:
The level of achievement. on experimental test items is

independent of operational level;
From the data:

p
. = .06
L OIfS
where P obs = exact

probability of obtaining the observed.

data given the marginal freguencies.
Therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Findíngs

first t"="Jt.h hypothesis pred,icted that high achievement on teacher-mad,e test items of concepts requiring formal
reasonj-ng vlas possible by student,s in the concrete operational
stage. In oËher words, it pred,icted. thatteacher-mad.e tests were
not discriminating between the formal and, concrete operational
student,s. However, the results d,o not provide evid,ence for
support of this hypothesis.
The second research hypothesis pred.icted, that only
formal operational high achievers would. maintain this leve1
of achievement on experirnental t,est items. In other words,
an association between operational level and, achievement on
items reguiring formal reasoning was expected.. Once again, the
results d,o not provide evidence for support of this hypothesis.
The
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Discussion

result of the research is consistent. u/ith that
of other researchers. Approximately one-half of the grad,e
10 sËudent popuration can be expected to be non-formal. rn
fact' of 108 grade 10 stud,ents who wrote Rods 48t were d,esígnated
concrete, 18? formal, and 342 transitional" These results
have add,itional meaning when the achievement, on teacher-made
test, items of these three groups is compared in Èabre 5.
One

Table

5

operat,ional Level and Achievement on Teacher-Mad,e Tests

Achi.evement

Concrete

Operational Level
Transitional

Formal

Above 702

6

7

L2

Below 708

19

15

2

over 853 of the formal stud.ents r¡/ere above 7oz on

items. only 3zz of

transitional and.
24* of the concrete student,s $¡ere above this leve1 of achievement,. since rls ís not a content, oriented, course one would
expecË higher levels of achievement for the concrete and transitional stud,ents if the concepts !üere suÍteo to their level.
consequentry, in agreement with llarris. (1973), Tomlinsonteacher-made Ëest,

Ëhe

Keasey (L972), Karplus and Karplus (1920), Karplus and pet,erson

(1970), Lawson and. Renner (Lg74t L97S) an adolescent cannot be
assumed, to be in the formal operational stage. rn fact, as
predicted by them, a significant proportion can be expected, to
be in the concreÈe operational stage. Also, the study supports
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the assertion of Ball and Sayre (1973):
Piagetian cognitive development, a physiological
as well as psychological process, appears to be
a major factor in d.etermining grades receíved
by science students. (p. r)
However, the stud.y did. not support,. the arguments
of Herron (L97 5) and Kolod.iy (L97 4) . They recognized the
conflict between curriculum content and. cognitive level.
They both suggested that learning hras freguently by rote since
the concepts require abstract reasoning which of course concrete operational students are incapable of applying. Herron
further suggested that, teachers are willing to accept memorizat,ion as evid,ence for und,erstanding.
the d,ata d.o not, provid.e evidence that extensive memorization has taken place. In fact, the teacher-mad,e tesÈ items
d,iscri:ninate so extensively that only two concrete operational
students were able to exceed. Èhe median of the formal students
on teacher-mad.e tests.
The results relating to the second, hypot,hesis could,
have been affected by the small number, six, of concrete operational
stud.ents exceed,ing 7 0Z on teacher-mad.e test items. One of the six
maintained, this 1evel of achievement on the experimental items.
As a result there was insufficient evid.ence to support the suggestion that memorization was a concrete operational student's
path Èo high achievement"
To account for such a small proportion of the concrete
operational stud.ents exceeding 702 on the teacher-made test iüems
it is suggesÈed. that they are so frust,rated by the IpS concepÈs
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that they are incapable or unwilling to carry out the memorization
required to answer correctly t.he items on the teacher-mad,e t,ests.
This of course is speculat,ion and. is merely an impression acquired. through working with students who have difficulty with
the concepts presented, in IPS.
The concret,e operational stud.ents make up 482 of the
students tested throughout, the stud.y and, have a median percentage
of 51.48. The results show that, their reasoning ability on it,ems
that frequently require abstract reasoníng is correctly reflected
by teacher-mad,e tests. However, since the students cannot accept,
total responsibility for their operational level the curriculum
should, be matched. more carefully to Ëheir operational level.
They cannot be held, responsible since stud.ies designed. to test
methods of facilitating formal thoughtr ê.g. Harris (L972) and,
Tomlinson-Keasey (I972) have been inconclusive.

Rather, in ag'reenent v¡ith the results of Lawson, Blake
and Nord1and, (1975), a concrete operational student must have
a variety of concrete experiences and. time to resolve problems
in order to self regulate, an essential component, for intellectual
development to occur within Piagetrs model. It noÌ^r seems evident
that IPS is too difficult for the average grade 10 student and
should be used. only with students who are formal operational.
Reasons

for

Èhe above statement come from combining

the results generated bythe two research hypotheses. Apparently,
if a student is a high achiever on teacher-mad.e test items
this achievement can be maintained, on it,ems testíng for transfer"
Consequently,

if teachers group accord,ing to test results those
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stud.ents who are high achievers on teacher-made test it.ems

are likery suited. to the rps mat,erial. An obvious question
arises; did any 1ow achievers on teacher-mad.e test it.ems do
well on t,he experimental test it,ems?
No student, in this study with below 70% on teacher-mad,e
test items exceeded 702 on the experimental test items. The
test results for these students are in append,ix c. rt would.
seem that restricting IPS èo high achievers as d.efined in Ëhis
study would. not exclude students capable of formal thought and.
thus suited. for IPS.
In short,, formal operational stud.ents can be expected.
to' d.o well with rPs. However, most non-formal stud.ents, who
const,itute over half È,he grad,e lo students, cannoÈ achieve the
object,ives. Therefore, it, is suggested, that the rps course be
taught as outlined by t,he authors to only the top leve1 stud,ent.
Otherwise because of the mismatch between cognitive level and,
curriculum content frusÈration and. low achievement will continue
to be a problem.

CHAPTER V

Summary and Conclusions
Summary

IPS is a course d,esigned. to provide stud.ents with

a

solid. found.ation for lat,er courses in science " The content
of IPS is mini:na1 which the authors believe allows time for
d,evelopment of science process skills.
For example, arriving
at conclusions through laboratory work raËher than having
them appear explicit,ly in the text. Although this technique
meets the need.s of some stud.ents it is not effective for many
grade 10 students.
The thrust of this study has not been to question the

by which the authors of IPS envision science process
skill development, but t,o d.etermine the types of generalizaEions

meÈhod

and laws they expect early ad.olescents to work with.
Jean Piagetrs theory of intellectual

d.evelopment has

provid,ed a theoretical basis of testing the viewpoint that,

IPS is inappropriate for many grade 10 stud.ents. piaget sees
d,evelopment of the intellect

as moving through four major stages.

The focus of this study was on the thÍrd and, fourth stages of

his theory, concrete and. formal operations. Individuals in the
formal operational stage can d,eal with abstractions and are
capable of thinking in hypothet,ical terms, sometimes quiÈe unreläted to reality.
The concrete operational thinker does not have
this freedom of thought but, rather, as the term implies, is much
more restricted, in his thinking.
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This stud,y atËempted, to determine if IpS contains
concepts which can only be fully und.erstood by sÈud.ents in the
formal operational st.age. Although many stud.ies indicate that
high as 50% of the grade 10 students are concrete operational
there has been little d.one to see how teachers cope with this

as

situation. It was hypot,hesized. that teachers would. teach formal
concepts via rote procedures and. d.esign tests on which any student
could atËain high achievement via memorizat,ion. If this r¡rere
occurring stud.ents would be receiving cred,it for und.erstand.ing
concepts that would be required for later courses in high school,
which in f act they d,o not und,erstand.
This study also investigated the distribut,ion of levels
of cognitive d.evelopment in t,erms of piagetrs model in grad,e r0,
rf over half the students are non-formal, then a course such as
rPS which is taught. in accord,ance with the philosophy and'objectives of it.s authors is not suited, to their level of intellectual
development.

Stud,ents t,aking IPS were classified, accord,ing

to their

level of cognit,ive operations by means of a pencil and paper
test enËitled Rods d.esigned by Harris (1973) " This test purports to d,iscriminat,e beÈween student,s who are concrete and
formal operat.ional as well as ident,ifying those stud,ents transitional between the two major stages. With such a group test
it was possible to test the first hypothesis of this study;
high achievement on teacher-mad,e rPs tests t,hat are intended
to test understanding of concepts requiring formal operations
does not require formal operational ability on the part of
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the learner.

Those students who were high achievers on the

constituted the sample for testing the
second hypothesis; the formal operat.ional high achievers will
score higher t,han the concrete operat.ional high achievers on
the experj:nental test items.
Experimental test items embed.d.ed in the teacher-made
t,ests were designed, so that a correct response would. require
hypothetico-deductive reasoning, i.e., formal reasoning on the
part of the stud.ent, to obtain fulI cred.it. piagetrs theory
leads to the predict,ion that only the formal operatíonal stud,ents
should respond, correctly to experimenËal test items. Concrete
operational students who were capable of high achievement on
teacher-made items by resorting to memory should not have been
able to answer these questions.
t,eacher-mad.e rPS test,s

Findings

1. Teacher-mad.e IPS tests did discriminate between formal
and, concrete operational stud,ents.
2" There was not an association between achievement on
experirnental Ëest items and teacher-made test items
for formal and, concrete operational high achievers.
Conclusions

Contrary Ëo hypothesis l, this study showed. thaÈ formal
reasoning is required for high achievement on teacher-mad,e test
ít,ems. with respect to hypothesís 2, the results are also con-

trad,ictory since performance on experimental test items by formal
and, concrete operational high achievers is j.nd.ependent of Ëheir
operational 1evel.
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Discussion

Although both hypotheses lack support there are findings

in this study which are meaningful. The belief which generated.
the hypothesis that over half the grade 10 stud.ents are nonformal, has been affirmed. In fact based on Rods only 188 were
formal operational with 488 being concrete operational and the
remaining 342 in the transition zorte. Consequently, the sp1it,
in operat,ional levels was such that the groups in each sample
v/ere of ad,equate size. However, the pred.iction was false that
there would. be a sufficient number of concrete operational stud.ents
doing as well as formal operational students to clai.m that teachermade tests vtere not discriminating between operational levels.
In fact only two of 25 concr'ete operational stud,ents vrere above
the median of the formal operational stud.ents on teacher-mad.e
test items. Consequently, the data d,o not support the hypothesis
but certainly do present, a situaÈion that must be consid,ered by
teachers of fPS.
With regard, to the second hypothesis it was not that
concrete operational high achievers did well on experimental
Ëest items but rather was the poor performance of the formal
operational high achievers that may have resulted in lack of
support. In fact four of L2 formal operational high achievers
on teacher-mad,e tests could not maintain high achíevement on the
experimental test items" OnIy one of six concrete operational
high achievers couId. maintain this level of achievement in
experimental test items. A possible reason for the poor pêrformance of the formal students is that the experimental test
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items were not, shown to the teachers of the students taking part
in the sËudy" consequently, when covering the chapter in c1ass,

sections reraÈing to the experimentar test it.ems could have
been omiÈted. or passed over lightly.
Stud.ents of any operational
level are nct, like1y to prepare themserves in such areas for

tests administered, by their classroom teacher. Arso, lf zg
students had not been lost to a separate study the d.ata may have
association between achievement on experimental it.ems
and operational level" rt is appropriate at this point, in the
shown an

d,iscussion to recognize other ljmitat,ions of this stud,y.

restricting the stud.y to students at Gord.on 8e11,
generalization of these results is limited to sËud.ents wit,h
similar experience, background, and, ability as those in the
By

study

"

A study of this kind'would. be better conducted by a
team of researchers. A1Èhough every effort was mad.e to be
as objective and consistent as possible when scoring responses
to Rod.s and, experi¡nental test items it is recognized, that
cross checkÍng the scoring with that of others might have been
advísable.
using Rods as the only instrument in id,entifying
studentrs operational lever present,s a ljmitaLion on the

a

stud,y. Even though the d,istribution of stud,ents ís consistenÈ
with other research conducted. on grad,e 10 stud,ents, interviews
would validate the results of Rods.
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Although the above limitations are significant this
study does provid.e direction for future research. The research

design is promising in thaË the results are consistent, with

that of other researchers. rË is t,his writer's belief that a
repli.cation of the stud.y with a larger sample would provide more
conclusive result,s.
Recommend.at,ions

for Future

Research

1. The ambiguities in this stud,y d.ue to small sample
size could be resolved Èhrough a replication study.
Alsor âry generalizability of results would be increased by following through with the same research
design on a second. generation.
2. A si¡nilar stud,y cou1d. be conducted, with stud.ent,s
involved, with other high school science courses.
The purpose would be to investigate the extent of
the mismatch bet!,reen cognitive lever and. curriculum
content.

" A stud,y d,esigned. to invest,igate the relationship
between attítudes toward. and. interests in science
and. operaÈional level would, have value. Through
such a study it could be d,etermined, whether teaching
technigues d.esigned. to d,evelop interest in science
would facilitate acquisition of formal operations.
4. A study d,esigned, to d,etermine if there is a reration3

ship between teacher behavior and operational 1evel

of the stud,ents

would, be

possíble.

Measureable
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behaviors like questionj_ng techniques, delivery
of lessons and, testing techniques could. be used.

to reveal relationships between teacher behavior
and formal operational thinking that may exist.
Any such relationships should be made known to
a teacher who is concerned, with matching the level
of his presentation of a science course with the
operational level of his stud.ents.
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Appendix

A

1. Sample Questions From Rods
2. Rationale For Sample euestions
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QUESTTON 2

Probably

(3) ¡ent

(Z)

because

QUESTION 3

Probably

(4) bent ¡noie t.han (1)

because

probabry

(3) tent

uecause

QUESI]ON

t+

more than

rnore than

(1)

74
QTJESTION 5

Suppose you

thlnk that a dlfference ln naterlal (that ls,

metal

or wood) mlght cause one rod to bend rnore than another.
Mark

X's elt the two rods you would use to prove that bendlng

depends on

the klnd of naterlal.

Mark X'È und.er the two uelghts you would, use.

(You should use @

X's, two for rods and two for welghts.)

a

AA

åA
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Rationale
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
(Concrete)

different rods were used. for each question
and subjects were asked to explain why one rod
bent mòre than the other for ãach comþaríson.
Two

The it,ems require concrete operations since
the information can be read from the diagrams.

Question
(Formal)

5

The questj.on asks subj ects to use X's to ind.icaÈe
the rods and weights they would use to show
the influence of maÈerial on bending.

This question requires the ability to cond.uct
a controlled experiment--holding variables
constanÈ--which is a formal operation.

Append,ix

B

l. Experimental TesË Items.
2 " A Teacher-mad,e Test Containing
Experimental Test Items.
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Experimental Test Items
ChaPter

5

a
Cou1d it be used in
-218oc'
below
1. Helium has a boiting Point
point of oxYgen? ExPlain
freezing
the
measure
to

gas thermometer

statements.
your answer witå comPlete

r-^- €*nm
naqe 94 of Your texÈ:
from page
taken
is
quotation
2. The following
whose density is obviously
,,We ski¡n off the floating. rnaterial
less than waÈer'
l^lithout
of density is not obvious.
concept'
the
people
To some

some
you would exPlain whY
how
describe
using the word density
substances float on rvater''
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Chapter

6

1. glhen increasing amounts of zinc are reacted with 3 given amount
)
of hydrochloric acid,, the amount of zinc chloride produced

r-s

described by the following graph:
60
(D

P50
o

=40
<t .'
,¿

.S.o
Hq)

30

-o?20
.gö
"*ãto
LO

!

0

I

I
:

On

o lo 20 30 40 5O_'._

Mass of zinc added

I

the coordinates below describe the amount of zinc ch].oride

produced.

if increa.cin- --ountL of "-:"" are

hydrochloric acid."

added.

to twice as

much

Ëso
840

.H: to
Ë3zo
gE

*oro
.

o 1o.20 30 40 50
Mass of zinc added

2. two different gases, each of which is a puíå-ãulstance, can be'
obtained from ammonia gas. In the chart, below put an "X" under
the possible heading or headings which describe these substances"
Mi:iture

What. was

the reasoning behind your selection (s) for

anrnonia?
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Chapter

1.

9

The volume

of a single molecule of oleíc acid can be estimated

a) squaring the thickness of the fitun"
b) cubing the thickness of the fiIm.
c) finding the square root of the thickness of the film"
d) findi.ng the cube root of the thickness of the film.
e) multiplying the thickness of the film by the density of
oleic acid.
Explain the reasoning used, in making your choice.

2. A gaseous compound of nitrogen and oxygen is

analyzed,

and,

found to have a ratio of 7/4 for the mass of nitrogen to the

.

mass

of ox/gen. If the mass of an atom of nitrogen is 14 amu

and the mass
.

of an atom of oxygen is 16

- molecular formula for this
Show

amu, what

compound?

a1l steps used in arriving at your

ansvrer.

is a possiblL

by
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Chapter

1O

1"

The above graph represents pressure

as a function of

temperature for a sample of gas at constant volume.
On

the coordinates below d,escribe:

'a) pressure as a function of votume
for a

sample

of

gas

kept at constant temperature.

b) pressure as a function of the
sample

number

of molecules for

a

of gas kept at constant volume and, temperature.

{ *¡,
(a)

# of molecules
(b)

2. Explain in

Lerms

of the atomic mod.er why compressibility

and thermal- expansion are
gases und,er

Pressure

characteristÍc properties of

very high pressures but are not under atmospheri.s

-

?.'
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IPS

Name

1. If the ternperature of " 91= in a sealed tube is increased'
a. the density of the gas will decrease'
b. the density of the gas will increase'
c. the pressure of the gas will increase'
¿l.boththedensityandthepressurewillremainconstant"
e. both the density and the pressure of the gas will increase'
2. According to the atomic model, atoms are in motion
a.
b"
c.
d.
e.

'

in gases onIY.
in gases and' liquids onIY'
in gases, liquids, and solids
onJ-y when there is a temperature difference'
only when diffusion takes place'

3. All of the following depend on molecular motion ExcEPT
a. dissolving sugar in water,
b. Pressure exPerted bY a gas'
c. differ"n"" itt density for different solids"
d" evaPoration of .rvater,
.
a cylinder. The
4. A vol-une of g0 ç¡r,3 of nitrogen is enclosed inatmospheres'
If
5'O
is
cylin{er
inittal Pressure inside the
temperature
no
is
there
and
the votume is increased, to 100 crn-,
will be
. change, the final pressure inside the cylinder
a"
Þ"
c.
d"
e"
5.

8"0 atmosPheres
6.25 atmosPheres
5"25 aÛnosPheres
4.0 atmosPheres
3"0 atmosPheres

relationship betrveen the pressure and the volume of a gas
atconstanttemperaturerknownasBoyletsLaw'isanaccurate
description of the behaviour of gases
The

a" only if the gas has a very low boiling point'
b.onlyifthemoleculesofthegasarefarapartcompared'with
their diameter
c. onJ-y if the gas is a pure substance'
d" onlY if the gas is an element'
e. for all gases under aII conditions"
6. If the pressure on a gas in a cylinder is increased and temperature
remains constantt

a. the density of the gas will decreasee
b. the density of the gas will increase'
c. the volume of the gas wilJ- increase" íncrease'
r'ritt
d. both the volume and' the density
wilr renain cons.ant'
à""=it]
ii,ã
e. both the volu¡ne and
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Chapter 1O Test

7. I{hat evid.ence leads us to believe that atoms are in motion
not stationarY?

and

P

o

g.

The above graph represents Pressure as a function of temperature
for a sample ãr g"i at constant volume. On the coordinates

below describe:

(a)pressureasafunctionofvolumeforasampleofgaskept
at constant temPerature'
(b) Pressure as a function of the number of molecules for a
èample of gas kept at, constanË volume and temperature.
P

o

(b)

(a)

9.

Name 3 hrays you

can increase the Pressure of a gas.

at the back
10. A short t'ime after a bottle of ammonia is opened
the roomof
front
the
at
of, a room the odor can be detected
(a) The Process by which the molecules of
through air is called
(b)

vfhy do

the rnolecules of

ammonia move

am¡nonia sPread

through the air slow1y?
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compressibirity and'
11. Explain in terms of the aLomic moder why
of gases under
thermal expansion are characteristic properties
pressure'
very high pressures but are not under atmospheric

to tbe one
12. The following is data from an experirnent similar
you performed with coPper sulfate'
the number of
The object of this experiment is to determineof cobalt
water molecules that ãombine with 1 molecule
chloride (coclr) to form crYstals'
Data
Mass of cobalt chloride crYstals
Mass of dehydrated cobalt chloride
Mass of I molecule of cobalt chloride
Mass of I molecule of water

Calculations:

(show

9"00 g
5.00 I

I30

18

amu
amu

all your workl')

that combined
(a) Calculate the number of molecules of water
with 1 molecule of cobalt chloride'

combined
(b) Calcur-I" *r. number of molecules of water that
with 1 molecule of cobalt chloride

Conclusion:

(c) The formula for hydrated êobalt chloride is CoCl,
(d) VfhY must Your ansv¡er to c be a whole number?
sou.rces

of Error

e

List at least 3 sources of error in this

exPeri:nent.

Append,ix

C

Data [ab1e Showing Results Of Those
Stud.ents, From 108 Who $Irote Rod,s, That
!,lere Relevant To The purpose Of This Stud.y
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Student tÏo.
2

3
9

23
53
54
55
56

57
6o
61
67
69
z6
4
5
7
10

17
19
22
59

63
64
68
?o
?4
80
82
84
83
85
87
88
89
95

100
101

10ll

Operational
level-

Mean
made

_

Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
FormaI
Forrnal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Forrnal
Formal
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
"
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

.Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

Concrete
Concrete
Concrete
Concrete

of teachertest items
(/,)

93.3
BB.

O

88.5
IOO.0
56 "8

test items (4\
70 "o
80. 0
60. o
76,O

38"0

80.0
67.3
79 .6

82. 0
50. 0
62 .0

I

78. 0
92,O
7? "o

88, ¿l
81.
gB. 6
94" o
7l+.0
??

.6

I

83.
g3
"3
?6 "3

?0.0
36.o

60. o
50. 0

70.o
50.0

5L.7
?6 "?
42.6
5l..4
30.5

l+6.o
60. o
35.O

52,1+

28. 0
28. 0

6I+,6

36,2

2I+,2
75 "2
46 "4

.

I{ean of experimental

40. o
50.4
24 "3
78 "2
48"3
5L.3
37 "B
55 "3

62.o
66,5
34.0

30.0
28.o

50.0
28.0

40. o
26, o
38. 0

30.0
20.0

38. 0
36.O

30.0
20.0
36.o

38. 0
38. 0
28. 0

student no. refers baclc to orÍgina1
108'students who wrote Rod.s.

-t"'here

!

